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Abstract

Ubiquitous mobile applications often require dynamic context information for user-specific computation. However, state-of-the-art platforms, frameworks, and programming languages used for developing such applications do not directly support context-dependent behavior with first class entities. Instead, context-aware functionality is tangled with the application’s core concerns, which increases complexity, and hinders separation of concerns and further software evolution. This paper motivates Context-oriented Programming (COP) for ubiquitous computing. It presents an overview of our COP extension to the Java programming language and a scenario of a context-oriented mobile application.

1. Introduction

Rapidly evolving technologies for ubiquitous computing facilitate new application areas. For mobile applications, context information becomes an essential part. Context-aware applications are typically implemented in a service-oriented approach and composed by services, which provide context-dependent functionality. Location-based services, for example, are aware of the user’s geographical position, health-and-fitness services monitor activity and vital signs such as heartbeat or blood pressure, while mood-based services take care of personal dispositions.

Due to the cross-cutting nature of context-dependent functionality, developers have to consider an additional dimension in the software model. Instead of representing context-dependent behavior separately at programming language level, if conditions check the presence of certain context information and thus tangle the code of the module’s core concern with additional behavior. To cope with the complex task of developing context-aware applications, we need appropriate means for the representation of context-dependent behavior.

We propose an integral approach to the design, development, maintenance, and evolution of context-dependent services. Context-oriented Programming (COP) [4] enriches programming languages and execution environments with features to explicitly represent context-dependent behavior variations. In this paper, we motivate the need for a new language paradigm for the development of ubiquitous, context-aware applications and demonstrate, how we employ COP for this purpose. Throughout the paper, we exemplify our approach with the development of a mobile community platform, which is introduced in Section 2.1.

Section 2 introduces to context-aware application development and presents our scenario mentioned above. Section 3 describes the COP paradigm and motivates the development of ubiquitous, mobile applications using COP. Section 4 describes our approach for a COP extension to the Java programming language. Section 5 presents related work, while Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Context-aware Service Development

Most context-dependent systems are developed based on context-management frameworks (e.g., [8, 1]). Such an infrastructure supports context reasoning, for instance, based on ontologies, and passes context information and change to applications. We do not focus on context-management frameworks but on enhancing the support of context-awareness at programming language level. Implementation issues of context-aware services are discussed in Section 2.2.

We will give an example for a service-based mobile application in Section 2.1. Since we want to point out the interaction of services and context information, we chose a domain with frequent context changes. We will refer this scenario throughout the paper and use it to exemplify context-oriented software development.
Figure 1. Different representations of Tim’s location on Lucy’s mobile device.

2.1. A Mobile Community Application

Mobile community applications (e.g., [8, 5]) allow users to share information about their mood, activities, location, and more. In this scenario, we focus on the location representation of buddies on mobile devices.

Two students, Lucy and Tim have an appointment at Hasso-Plattner-Institut (HPI) at 12:00. At 11:50, Lucy arrives at the campus. She checks her mobile device to inform herself about Tim’s current whereabouts. The graphical representation of this information depends on Lucy’s context: If Lucy’s device is currently connected to the Internet at high-bandwidth, a map image service is requested to render Tim’s location on a map. Figure 1a gives an example for this map representation. Contrary, if the bandwidth is low, Tim’s representation depends on Lucy’s need for active information. This information is stored in Lucy’s user profile and is accessible for applications. In the case that Lucy prefers a smart representation over the refresh period, a map with Tim’s outdated location is shown (Figure 1c). The map is labeled with the time stamp of the last update. Alternatively, when Lucy insists on up-to-date information, while the bandwidth is too low for updating the map image, Tim’s position data is simply shown as a text (Figure 1d).

At the same time, Tim arrives at the underground station, where his GPS device is unable to receive data anymore. Thus, his mobile device switches to cell-based location detection. The new location data is calculated based on the position of the current mobile cell. The change of the location provider is propagated to Lucy’s device. Depending on its current context, the device has to decide how it renders this additional location information. If the bandwidth is high, for instance, Tim’s position is represented as a circular area with different color intensities indicating the probability of Tim’s real location (Figure 1b).

2.2. No Explicit Context Representation

A system such as the community platform, which we describe in our scenario, can be developed with existing techniques for ubiquitous computing. Some mobile community projects provide functionality which is similar to our example (e.g., [8]). However, programming languages and environments do not provide appropriate abstractions for context-dependent behavior. Such functionality requires system adaptations at several points of the program. To give an example, Figure 2 sketches some modules belonging to our distributed application. The context-dependent functionalities concerning low bandwidth, the user’s data update preferences, and localization data, are scattered over the client application and service modules. Because these cross-cutting concerns need to adapt the base modules at several points, they cannot be completely modularized within one object-oriented module. Instead, they tangle other modules with additional structure - for instance, if-conditions - at every possible point of behavior variation. The lack of an explicit representation hinders software maintenance and evolution.

Next to the modularization issues mentioned above, dynamic composition of application modules increase the complexity of development. In our example, the user rendering depends on dynamic context information. Figure 3 shows different renderings based on four behavioral variations. The figure does not consider alternative renderings when Tim’s location data is based on cell IDs, which would double the number of possible adaptations. In general, with each new behavioral variation, the number of possible compositions increases, at worst exponentially. To control these different compositions, large condition constructs are injected into the system’s structure at different points. Again, core functionality of modules is tangled with code that manages context-dependent behavior.

We see this tangling of application and context-management functionality as an indication for the need of language-level support of context representation and computation.
3. Context-oriented Programming

The context-oriented Programming paradigm [4] features a new dimension of software modularization by supporting an explicit representation of context-dependent functionality. Such functionality can be dynamically activated for a certain control flow and trigger dynamic behavior variations. With this dynamic composition of behavior variations, software evolution becomes more flexible and accessible.

We do not restrict the definition of context to a certain domain. A program’s context could be everything within its execution and environment, such as personalization, sharing, location-awareness, activity, and more. We distinguish three basic classes of behavior variations:

- **Actor-dependent variations.** A system might need to behave differently for different actors, even if the actors send the same request to the system. Consider, in our scenario Tim and Lucy regularly update the context information of their buddy Mike. When both request an update of Mike’s activity information, while Lucy’s is connected at low bandwidth, the service responses differently to the clients. Tim receives the full information update. Lucy, due to the low bandwidth, receives just a restricted set of data, see Figure 4(a).

- **Environment-dependent variations.** Variations, which are based on external events and are not given implicitly by the control flow, are denoted as environment-dependent. Figure 4(b) represents an environment-specific variation: Our platform delays its service response when network traffic increases.

- **System-dependent variations.** A system may alter its behavior, for instance, depending on its state and history. When Tim and Lucy frequently update information of their buddies, the system could alter its response depending on the information sent out before. Then, it would be unnecessary to submit information about all buddies at once. Instead, updates could be distributed on successive responses. This system-specific variation is shown in 4(c). The response of `updateBuddyInformation()` contains only a subset of all buddy information, i.e., the most outdated one. This buddy list differs for every request.

For a broad introduction to COP we refer to [4]. COP has been successfully implemented in the form of several language extensions, such as ContextL for Lisp, ContextS for Squeak/Smalltalk, ContextPy and PyContext for Python, and ContextR for Ruby. In the following section, we sketch ContextJ.

4. ContextJ

4.1. Language Features

In this section, we describe the main features of ContextJ, our COP extension to the Java programming language. We chose Java as base language for the implementation of our scenario mainly for two reasons: Firstly, Java is a widely accepted language proven many times to be a stable and secure platform for service-oriented programming. Secondly, Java would be the first statically typed programming language to be extended with context-oriented features. We want to investigate, how the dynamic properties of COP are feasible for statically typed languages. ContextJ provides means for the definition and dynamic activation of behavioral variations:

- **Layer.** A layer encapsulates partial method declarations belonging to a behavioral variation. Similar to annotations, layers enrich source code with additional semantic informations.

- **Partial method declarations.** Partial methods are defined within layers. They contain instructions which are executed - while the layer is active - before, after or instead of the original method execution. The function `proceed()` can be used within partial declarations. It dispatches the method
invocation to the next layer - if more layers are active - or to the original declaration. This feature is also implemented by other languages such as CommonLisp and AspectJ.

Layer activation. Layers can be activated and deactivated, depending on the current context at run-time. When activated, method calls are dispatched to the layered methods. The construct with (Layer) controls activation.

4.2. Implementation

The development of a ContextJ compiler is work in progress. A first prototype, ContextJ* [4], has been developed previously as a proof of concept. ContextJ* is a plain Java library and covers a limited set of COP features.

The listings presented in this paper are implemented with a second prototype, based on a generic aspect library, developed with LogicAJ1 [7]. The aspect implementation is oblivious for developers and needs no adaptation for concrete applications. To use the aspect’s COP functionality, some idioms need to be followed when writing Java programs. Layered methods are declared with the first parameter to be a subtype of Layer. The ContextJ with construct is simulated with the methods activateLayer (Layer) and deactivateLayer (Layer). Additionally, the aspect library provides a static proceed() method which executes the dispatched to the next layer or to the original method.

With the development of COP for Java with LogicAJ we gathered experiences which will help us to create a complete Java language extension.

4.3. Example

In the following, we present a COP-based implementation of parts of our scenario. We focus on (1) the modularization of context-dependent behavior variation with layers and (2) the dynamic composition of layers.

Modularization. Figure 5 shows two classes belonging to an implementation of the application introduced in Section 2.1. The class Client controls the application on the mobile device; BuddyActivityService on the server provides the client with new buddy activity information. To extend our application with the behavioral variations of our scenario, we need to adapt our system both, on the client and server sides. The following listing presents a layered method declaration of getBuddyActivity().

```java
public static Activities getBuddyActivity(String userId){
    return getUser(userId).getActivity();
}
public static Activities getBuddyActivity()
    return filterImages(proceed(userId));
}
```

While the first declaration in the listing is a plain Java method declaration, the second one represents a partial declaration of that method for the layer TextualRepresentation. The method uses the proceed() function, which delegates the call to the original method. The return value is wrapped with filterImages(Activities), which filters potential graphical data out of the activity list. When the TextualRepresentation layer is active, only this restricted set is passed to the client.

Dynamic Composition. Consider, the functionalities for the different location representations shown in Figure 3 are modularized into different layers. Each combination of these layers yield to a different configuration. The dynamic configurations are controlled by dynamic layer activations. The next listing shows such an activation.

```java
Activity a;
if (getBandwidth().isLow()){
    activateLayer(OutdatedInformation.class);
    a = client.requestService("getBuddyActivity", "Mike");
    deactivateLayer(OutdatedInformation.class);
} else{
    a = client.requestService("getBuddyActivity", "Mike");
}
```

The service call getBuddyActivity() is invoked within the low bandwidth context, which is inferred by the method call getBandwidth().isLow(). Thus, Lucy receives the compressed list of activities computed by the layered method declaration of the previous listing. The layer activation is thread-local; a parallel service request of Tim, for instance, would not be dispatched to the layered method.

Combinations of layer activations lead to different compositions. The following listing shows a layered method renderUser() which is responsible for the client’s graphical representation of a user.

```java
public UIComponent renderUser(ActualInformation ai){
    String loc = requestService("getBuddyLocation","Tim");
    return renderMap(requestService("getMap",loc));
}
public UIComponent renderUser(OutdatedInformation oi){
    UIComponent com = proceed();
    com.add(renderTimeStampOfLastUpdate());
    return com;
}
public UIComponent renderUser(TextualRepresentation tr){
    String loc = requestService("getBuddyLocation","Tim");
    return renderText(loc);
}
```

1LogicAJ and the Java/COP aspect library are available at: http://sewiki.iai.uni-bonn.de/research/logicaj/cop

Figure 5. Distributed layer declaration
The listing below contains an activation of multiple layers to compose the behavior shown in Figure 3(d).

```java
activateLayer(OutdatedInformation.class, TextualRepresentation.class);
renderUser();
deactivateLayer(OutdatedInformation.class, TextualRepresentation.class);
```

The invocation of `renderUser()` is passed to the `OutdatedInformation` layer. First, the `proceed()` function delegates the call to the next layer. The `TextualRepresentation` layer renders the location simply as a text and returns the component back to `OutdatedInformation` which adds a time stamp to it.

### 4.4. A COP-based Service Infrastructure

Since we want to validate the features of ContextJ for service development in a realistic environment, we are constructing a service-oriented infrastructure. It is based on several different client systems and server platforms, in which we integrate our application of Section 2.1. The application contains services implemented with ContextJ. Our infrastructure is based on IYOUIT and Android.

**IYOUIT** [8] is a mobile community platform. Users can share context information, such as their current activity, location, mood, weather information, and more with their friends. Next to context data derived by the system, users can create new context, for instance blog entries and photos, which are tagged with the author's context information. The implementation of our scenario is based on IYOUIT. We extend the system with new features implemented with ContextJ. Later on, we will additionally implement services with ContextS for the Smalltalk-based Seaside [11] server. With this heterogeneous infrastructure we will evaluate COP.

The Open Handset Alliance project **Android** [10] is an open-source platform for mobile devices. It provides a Java run-time environment for application development. Location-based services, such as GPS, are directly supported by Android. However, it does not come with a context-management system. Since IYOUIT only supports a client software for Nokia S60 cell phones, we develop a second IYOUIT client for the Android operating system.

### 5. Related Work

#### 5.1. Context-Management Frameworks

Context-dependent systems are mostly endured with a context-management framework (CMF). The CMF manages context-reasoning and processing and provides context information to applications. We already discussed IYOUIT as one example for CMF-based systems.

The **Java Context-awareness Framework** (JCAF) is a service-based infrastructure for context-aware applications. In this framework, context acquisition, management and distribution is implemented with different services that interact with each other. Due to the service-oriented approach, JCAF-based applications are flexible for extension, even at run-time.

The **Context Toolkit** [13] influenced many of nowadays CMFs. It incorporates various services related to the gathering and supply of context, including the encapsulation of context, access to context data, and a distributed infrastructure. Several approaches have been developed in the tradition of the Context Toolkit with improvements regarding e.g. personalization and end-user development [17] or ontology-based context modeling [3]. All share the mentioned limitation.

#### 5.2. Aspect-oriented Programming

The purpose of Aspect-oriented Programming (AOP) is the encapsulation of cross-cutting concerns. The core concept of AOP languages is a join point model, well-defined points in the execution of a program, interceptable by advice constructs which are executed before, after or around these points. The join points, where an advice will be executed, are selected via a (declarative) pointcut language. All terms have been coined by AspectJ [6] and have become standard. The advice constructs encapsulate a concern in an aspect that would otherwise be scattered throughout the code. Typical examples for cross-cutting concerns are persistence, caching, and logging. In context-aware applications, context-dependent concerns can be extracted into aspects and (de-)activated for certain contexts.

Context-aware applications mostly run on mobile devices using distributed services. Some AOP languages and systems come with explicit support for distributed AOP, such as **AWED** [9] and **ReflexD** [16]. The approaches can be facilitated for context-aware service selection and decoration (filtering). For a feature comparison of distributed AOP approaches, see [2]. However, the classic join point models have no explicit representation for context. They therefore need additional frameworks for context-management and analysis, which reduces the advantage of the declarative pointcut language, since the location where to apply an aspect can not be described in one place.

An open framework for **Context-aware Aspects** based on a reflective extension of Java [15] is proposed by [14]. Aspects can be restricted to certain contexts, refer to context parameters in advice, and via a snapshot approach to previous context states.

The **OSGi-based aspect language CSLogicAJ** [12] is an extension to LogicAJ [7]. It features the adaptation of service behavior by context-sensitive service aspects. Con-
text change can be modeled as a join point of the system. Context join points can be described within the language’s pointcut constructs, which are based on first-order logic. Asynchronous advice executes service adaptation triggered by context changes. CSLogicAJ is based on the OSGi-based middleware Ditrios [12]. Only services available in the local OSGi registry can be intercepted.

6. Conclusion

Some platforms for mobile applications support context-awareness via context-management systems at application level, but with poor support at programming language level. Hence, the implementation of context-dependent concerns tangles the application’s core modules and hinders software maintenance and evolution.

In this paper, we propose to apply the COP paradigm to support the development of context-aware services. We present a scenario of a mobile application which is implemented using ContextJ, a COP extension to the Java programming language. We demonstrate, how software modularization can be enhanced with layers and dynamically scoped layer activation and composition.

The explicit representation of behavioral variations at programming language level improves software modularization and supports the development of context-aware systems.
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